Answer to clarifications

Ref. no. 876/JS/2017
Stationary and office supply

To whom it might be concerned,

Following the clarifications request no. 1887/05.07.2017, for the public procurement of stationary and office supply, ref. no. 876/JS/2017, please find below the Contracting Authority answer:

**Question 1:** A4 business type white paper (box with 10 tops). Can we offer boxes of 5 tops? The requested quantity is 1560 tops?
**Contracting Authority answer 1:** For the mentioned position, the contractors can offer boxes containing 5 tops or more. The total amount of paper tops offered must be 1560. *(Position no. 1 in the technical offer)*

**Question 2:** Binder metal clips 32mm. Do you require 22 pieces of 22 boxes each of 12 pieces?
**Contracting Authority answer 2:** For the mentioned position “Binder metal clips 32mm” the contractors must offer 22 boxes, each containing 12 pieces. *(Position no. 13 in the technical offer)*

**Question 3:** Black Tonner for Canon 6750 and Black Toner for 7750. Do you want standard capacity toner cartridge of high capacity?
**Contracting Authority answer 3:** For the mentioned positions, the Contracting Authority is requiring original, high capacity black tonner for both Canon 6750 and Canon 7750 printers. *(Positions no. 46 and 47 in the technical offer)*

Best regards,
Anca Lolescu
Executive director
RO CBC Timisoara
Good afternoon,

Further to the invitation to participate number 876/21.06.2017 we demand the following clarifications:

1. **Current number 1**: "A4 business type white paper (box with 10 tops)"
   Can we offer you boxes of 5 tops? The requested quantity is 1560 tops?
2. **Current number 13**: "Binder metal clips 32 mm"
   Do you require 22 pieces or 22 boxes each of 12 pieces?
3. **Current number 46 and 47**: "Black Toner for Canon 6750" and "Black Toner for 7750"
   Do you want standard capacity toner cartridge or high capacity?

We look forward to hearing from you.

Yours faithfully,

Simona – Sofia STANCA
*Director Vanzari*
*Microsoft Sales Specialist*

**mobit**: +40 722 718 530  
**telefon**: +40 256 201 024  
**e-mail**: simona.stanca@neuronic.ro  
**adresa**: Str. Acad. A. Borza Nr. 12 Timisoara 300022 Romania  
**website**: NEURONIC TRADE – solutii complete in domeniul tehnicii de calcul
Good afternoon,

We are pleased to invite you to participate at the tender organized by the Regional Office for Cross-border Cooperation Timisoara, for the procurement of STATIONARY AND OFFICE SUPPLIES, Ref no. 876/JS/2017

I attached to this email the invitation for your company and the tender dossier, which can be also downloaded from the Interreg-IPA Cross-border Cooperation Romania-Serbia Programe website.

Please confirm the receipt of this e-mail.

Best regards,

Daniel Stanoievici
JTS Consultant
Regional Office for Cross-border Cooperation Timisoara
Tel: (+40) 356 426 360
Fax: (+40) 356 426 361